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Abstract 

While a plentitude of models has shown on-par performance with humans on 
question answering (QA) given context paragraph, several works have shown that 
they generalize poorly on datasets that are dissimilar to their training distributions. 
In this project, we aim to train and fine-tune a robust QA model that can achieve 
strong performance even on test examples drawn from out-of-domain distributions. 
Specifically, we perform data augmentation on our training data, expand training 
with the auxiliary task (i.e. fill-in-the-blank), and utilize multi-domain training and 
additional fine-tuning. We further combine all three approaches using ensemble, 
which offers additional performance boost. Our best model achieves EM/F1 score 
of 40.58/55.68 on the validation set and EM/F1 score of 45.14/62.16 on the test set, 

ranking top 1 on both the validation and test leaderboards (as of Mar 16, 2021). ! 

1 Introduction 

With the advent of large-scale pre-trained language models such as BERT [1], we have seen tremen- 
dous progress towards building machines that can truly understand and reason with human language. 
Using transfer learning, these models have demonstrated on-par performance with humans on a large 
variety of natural language understanding tasks [1, 2, 3]. However, several works have shown that 
these models generalize poorly beyond their training distributions [4, 5]. This is problematic since, 
in the real world, these models are often used in cases where queries come from domains that are 
different from their training data. Thus, it is particularly important to build robust systems that can 
adapt to unseen domains while still achieving strong performance. 

In this project, we focus on the task of closed-domain question answering (QA) since it is commonly 
used to measure how well a computer system understands the human language [6]. In the QA 
task, the model is given input pairs consisting of a context paragraph and a question related to the 
paragraph. The goal of the model is to select the span of text in the paragraph that answers the 
question. Specifically, we build a DistiIBERT-based [7] question answering system that works well 
on out-of-domain datasets. We perform data augmentation on our training dataset and train the QA 
model jointly with an masked language model as an auxiliary task. We also perform additional 
fine-tuning on our trained models using few out-of-domain examples and utilize ensemble to obtain 
our best model. Overall, our final submitted model achieves +6.03/+6.26 EM/F1 over the baseline on 

the out-of-domain validation set. 

2 Related Work 

In recent years, there has been increasing attention in investigating the robustness of NLP systems 
to out-of-domain data [4, 6]. Some methods include few-shot learning [8], domain adversarial 

training [9], and data augmentation [10]. Meanwhile, a multitude of QA benchmark datasets has 
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been developed. Collectively, they provide improved coverage in multiple domains, ranging from 
Wikipedia such as SQUAD[11], NaturalQuestions[12], RelationExtraction[13], to news article [14], 

movie reviews [15] , and examinations [16]. [6] does a survey for addressing the generalization 

capabilities of reading comprehension systems. Our work tackles a similar task in which we aim to 
generalize to out-of-domain datasets. 

In our work, we investigate several techniques for improving robustness of language models including 
data augmentation [17, 18], task adaptive fine-tuning [19], and ensemble [20]. Most related to our 

work, D-Net [21] uses ensemble of different BERT-base models (XLNet [2], ERNIE 2.0 [3], BERT 
[1]), and multi-task training [19]. Unlike their work, we focus on the smaller DistiIBERT[7] model 

with fewer training examples and additionally perform data augmentation. [17] proposes several 
easy data augmentation techniques for text classification including synonym replacement (SR) and 
random insertion (RI). In our work, we show that these techniques also work well for the task of 

question answering. Inspired by [10, 22], we also experiment with back translation data augmentation 
technique for question answering. 
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Figure 1: Overview of our DAM-Net. We use two techniques (1) data augmentation and (2) multitask 

learning. We then perform transfer learning on the resultant models and ensemble their outputs to 
produce the final prediction. 

3 Approach 

In this section, we first describe our baseline approach in Section 3.1. We then provide details on 
our original work: transfer learning (TL) setup in Section 3.2, data augmentation (DA) techniques in 

Section 3.3, multitask training (MT) in Section 3.4, and ensemble (EN) in Section 3.5. Figure | gives 

an overview of our approach. 

3.1. Baseline 

We use the provided baseline in the project handout [23]. Specifically, the baseline model is a 
pre-trained DistilIBERT [7] model with a single linear layer as classification head for QA. The model 
is initialized with the default configuration and finetuned on indomain-train. Please refer to the 
handout and starter code for more details. 

3.2 Transfer Learning 

We first perform preliminary experiments with different ways to incorporate the given 
indomain-train and oodomain-train datasets so that our model can generalize to out-of-domain 
test sets. To this end, we trained models using (1) multi-domain training [4] where the model was 
trained on the union of indomain-train and oodomain-train on a total of 6 datasets; (2) addi- 
tional finetuning using the oodomain-train on top of a trained QA model; and (3) a combination 
of (1) and (2).



3.3. Data Augmentation 

Data augmentation techniques have proven to boost performance on various NLP tasks [17]. We use 
several data augmentation techniques on both the context paragraph and the query sentence for the 
out-of-domain datasets. 

Synonym Replacement (SR): We implement a Synonym Replacement (SR) operation for para- 
graphs in our training data. We randomly choose 10% of words in the paragraph that are not stop 
words and replace these words with one of its synonyms chosen at random. We implement our 
approach using the SynonymAug in the nlpaug [24] package with synonyms from WordNet [25], 
based on techniques "Random Swap" and "Stopword Dropout" described in [26]. We show a snippet 
comparing the original and the augmented paragraph from the RACE dataset with replaced synonyms 
highlighted. 

Original Paragraph 

You love Jay Chou’s songs and you can sing some quite well. So you make a video of your performance and post 

it online for your friends to see. But what if this led to something beyond your wildest imagination—a career in music? 

Canadian teenager Justin Bieber, 16, has just had the magical experience: He posted homemade videos of his versions 

of songs by American singer Chris Brown online for his relatives. 

  

Augmented Paragraph 

You love Jay Cabbage’s songs and you can blab some quite well. So you take a leak a video of your performance 

and post it online for your friends to see. But what if this led to something beyond your wildest imagination—a calling in 
music? Canadian teenager Justin Bieber, 16, has just had the wizardly experience: He posted homemade videos of his 

versions of songs by American vocaliser Chris Brown online for his relatives.     
  

Random Insertion (RI): We also augment the context paragraph using the Random Insertion (RI) 
operation as described in [17]. Here, we pick a random word in the paragraph that is not a stop word, 
and find a random synonym according to TF-IDF calculation [18]. Then, we insert that synonym 
into a random position in the sentence. More specifically, We implement this using Tf IDfAug from 
nlpaug, with the insertion operation done on 10% of the words. The following shows an snippet 
comparing the original and the augmented paragraph from RelationExtraction dataset with inserted 
word highlighted. 

Original Paragraph 

Ray Eberle died of a heart attack in Douglasville, Georgia on August 25, 1979, aged 60. 

  

Augmented Paragraph 

- Ray Eberle died of a heart attack in Douglasville, Coast Georgia on August 25, 1979, aged 60. 

- Ray Eberle finally died of a heart attack in Douglasville, Georgia on August 25, 1979, aged 60.     
  

Back Translation (BT): | We consider a back translation technique where we paraphrase the 
examples by translating the original sentences from English to another language and then back, 
as introduced by [22]. Back translation is performed on each question rather than context as this 
alleviates the problem that the context may be paraphrased such that the original answer span is no 
longer in the back-translated context. We implement this using the Google Cloud Translate API *, 
and use three different intermediate languages: French, German, and Italian. 

Original Question 

  

What room does Kitty volunteer in when they arrive in China? 
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Augmented Questions 

  

- English—French— English: What room does Kitty volunteer in when she arrives in China? 

- English—+German-> English: In which room does Kitty volunteer when she arrives in China? 
- English—ltalian— English: Which room does Kitty volunteer in when they arrive in China? 

  

3.4 Multitask QA + fill-in-the-blank Head: 

Previous work has demonstrated that adding auxiliary tasks in the fine-tuning phase along with QA 
task can improve the generalization of QA models [21]. Inspired by Multi-Task Learning (MTL) 

[27] on supervised dataset for NLP models, we incorporate the unsupervised, fill-in-the-blank task 
as an auxiliary task. Given an input sentence, we randomly replace 15% of the words with the 
<mask> token at 80% probability, with random word at 10%, and no replacement at 10% [1]. The 
classification head for this auxiliary task predicts the word for each <mask> token. In the following 
sections, we refer to this classification head as the masked language model (MLM) task head. 

Figure | shows our multi-task model. We use a single pre-trained DistiIBERT model as our shared 
encoder and add two separate classification heads for QA and fill-in-the-blank tasks *. During training, 
we sample batches of data from either task with equal probability and run a forward pass through 
the shared encoder and the corresponding task head. When we back-propagate the gradients from 
each head, the shared encoder will also have its weights updated. This ensures that we can train 
the encoder jointly on both tasks. For both task-specific heads, we compute the cross-entropy loss 
between predictions and labels (or ground truth before masking in the fill-in-the-blank task). During 
evaluation, we only use the QA dataset and task head. 

3.5 Ensemble 

Ensemble has proven to be an effective technique in boosting the performance as well as the robustness 
of ML models. We combine our models using a simple ensemble scheme by taking the majority vote 
of all model predictions. We show that this yields around +2/+3 EM/F1 boost over single models on 
the out-of-domain validation set. 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Data 

In this project, we use the six provided datasets, three of which are in-domain and others are out- 
of-domain. Detail statistics on these datasets can be found in the project handout [23]. For data 
augmentation, we create a set of augmented data on oodomain-train using the approachs described 
in Section 3.3. We also use an additional dataset, ms-macro v1.1[28], for training the MLM head in 

our multi-task model. This dataset is pre-processed and directly obtained through Hugging Face’s 
dataset API. Due to RAM constraints, we only use the first 500,000 passages in the training set. It 
should be noted that though this dataset is labeled, we only use it for the unsupervised, fill-in-the-blank 
task. 

4.2 Evaluation method 

We evaluate our model using two metrics: Exact Match (EM) score and F1 score. EM score is a 

strictly binary (0/1) measure of whether the model selects the exact same answer (i.e. sequence of 
words) as the ground truth. Fl score combines precision and recall accuracies of the model using the 
following equation: 

  
precision - recall TP 

Aan = ; (1) 
precision + recall TP+5(FP+FN) 

where TP/F'P is true/false positive, and F'N is false negative. 

Note that for our multi-task model, we only evaluate the performance of the QA head using these two 
metrics. A model is considered better if it results in higher F1 score for the QA task. 
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4.3 Experimental details 

For all approaches, we implemented our own code based on the provided starter code* in PyTorch 
and the HuggingFace’s transformer API>. For synonym replacement and random insertion operations, 
we use the nlpaug package [24]. For back translation, we use the Google Cloud Translation API °. 

In our experiments, we train models using all our approaches described in Section 3. #1-4 are our 
transfer learning (TL) experiments, #5-7 are our data augmentation (DA) models, and #8-10 are 

our multi-task (MT) models. All our models are trained on Google Cloud Platform (GCP) VM 

with NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16G) and 78GB CPU RAM. We leverage Microsoft Azure VM with 

NVIDIA K80 (11G) and 56 GB CPU RAM for development and debugging. All models are trained 
with a batch size of 16, and learning rate of 3e-05. Table 1 reports the different hyperparameter 
configurations for each model. 

  

  

  

  

# | Training Data | Epochs | Max Length | Eval-Every | Val Data 

1 TL ind 3 384 2000 in-val 
2 TL ind+ood 10 384 2000 in-val 
3 TL #1 (+ ood ft) 10 384 100 ood-val 
4TL #2 (+ ood ft) 10 384 10 ood-val 

5 DA ind+ood+ood-sr-aug 10 512 2000 ood-val 
6 DA ind+ood+ood-back-aug | 10 384 2000 ood-val 
7DA ind+ood+ood-all-aug 10 384 2000 ood-val 

8 MT | ind 3 384 2000 in-val 
9MT | ind+ms-marco 3 384 2000 in-val 
10 MT | ind+{ind+ms-marco} 3 384 2000 in-val 
11 MT | #8 (+ ood ft) 15 384 20 ood-val 
12 MT | #9 (+ ood ft) 15 384 20 ood-val 
13 MT | #10 (+ ood ft) 15 384 20 ood-val           
  

Table 1: Hyperparameter settings for different models. ind stands for indomain-train, ood stands 
for oodomain-train, ood-sr-aug stands for augmented data using synonym replacement, ood-back- 
aug stands for augmented data using back translation, and ood-all-aug stands for augmented data 
using synonym replacement, random insertion, and back translation. 

4.4 Results 

Table 2 shows the main results of all our approaches. From the results in #1-4, we have observed 
that multi-domain training improves generalization performance as was observed by [10, 4]. We also 
find that an additional round of finetuning on oodomain-train offers a performance boost on the 
out-of-domain validation dataset, likely due to the fact that this allows the model to learn features in 
out-of-domain distribution. Training with additional augmented data (#5-7) offers around +2/+1 in 
EM/F1 boost over the baseline on the oodomain-val. This aligns with our initial assumption that 
adding data in the out-of-domain distribution will improve performance in out-of-domain. 

However, while additional fine-tuning and adding out-of-domain augmented data improves the 
oodomain-val performance, we also see a slight decrease in the indomain-val set. We suspect 
that this is because these technique skews the model to learn better representation on the out-of- 
domain distribution but forgets some of the representations learned on in-domain data. This does 
not happen with MultiDomain (#2) training which shows improvement on both indomain-val, 
oodomain-val over the baseline. 

To our surprise, we do not observe much improvement from adding the fill-in-the-blank auxiliary 
task. We suspect that this is due to the lack of data for MLM task head, since when we leverage 
the unsupervised ms-macro dataset, the model performs better than only using in-domain datasets 
when training with MLM. Nonetheless, when we perform an additional fine-tuning on top of our 
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# Model Description + Et. T | EM | EM 

1 TL Baseline - 70.66 | 55.09 | 49.42 | 34.55 

2 TL MultiDomain - 70.85 | 54.68 | 51.26 | 35.60 

3 TL Add.Finetune on #1 v 64.98 | 49.23 | 51.35 | 36.13 

4TL Add.Finetune on #2 v 69.37 | 53.16 | 52.92 | 38.48 

5DA_ | DataAug SynReplace - 69.03 | 52.45 | 51.88 | 36.13 
6DA_ | DataAug BackTrans - 69.02 | 53.22 | 50.84 | 36.91 
7DA DataAug SynReplace+RandIns+BackTrans | - 69.18 | 53.32 | 51.42 | 37.17 

8 MT MultiTask - 70.02 | 53.87 | 44.57 | 30.63 
9MT MultiTask, ms-marco for MLM - 69.64 | 53.96 | 48.16 | 33.51 

10 MT | MultiTask, ind + ms-marco for MLM - 69.96 | 53.60 | 46.97 | 31.68 

11 MT | Add.Finetune on #9 v 64.98 | 48.86 | 49.87 | 33.51 

12 MT | Add.Finetune on #10 v 65.02 | 49.18 | 50.14 | 34.82 
13 MT | Add.Finetune on #11 v 65.86 | 49.46 | 51.05 | 36.91           
  

Table 2: Performance of our models using approaches including Transfer Learning (TL), Data 
Augmentation (DA), and MultiTask Training (MT). 

MultiTask models, we are able to reach better performance on the oodomain-val compared to the 
baseline. We see that after additional out-of-domain fine-tuning on MT model with MLM head 
trained both indomain-train and ms-marco (# 10), the QA head is able to achieve the best EM/F1 

results on oodomain-val compared with other MT models. This demonstrates the potential of the 
MT approach if we could use sufficiently large and diverse unsupervised training data. 

Table 3 shows our final ensemble results that combines the single model predictions on the valida- 
tion and test leaderboard. Our best model achieved a 40.58/55.68 EM/F1 score on the validation 
leaderboard, and 45.14/62.16 EM/F1 score on the test leaderboard. It should be noted that while 

data augmentation and multitask training do not show significant improvement over the baseline 
by themselves, they do offer additional generalization power when added to the ensemble. On the 
out-of-domain validation set, we are able to achieve +6.03/+6.26 EM/F1 over the baseline, verifying 
the effectiveness of our approach. 

  

    

or val leaderboard | test leaderboard 
# | Model Description Fl | EM | Fi | EM 

1 EN | 142+3+44+5 54.16 | 39.01 | 61.59 | 44.34 

2 EN | 1424+34+4+54+6+7+114+124+13 | 55.68 | 40.58 | 62.16 | 45.14 
  

Table 3: Performance of our ensemble models on the validation and test leaderboard. 

4.4.1 Data Augmentation Ablation Experiment 

  

  
# | Data Augmentation Techniques | Val F1 | Val EM 

14 DAA | No Augmentation 52.08 36.65 
15 DAA | Synonym Replacement 52.55 36.65 
16 DAA | Random Insertion 52.45 36.91 
17 DAA | Back Translation 52.55 37.17 
  

Table 4: Ablation experiments using different data augmentation techniques. We report the perfor- 
mance on the oodomain-val set. 

To analyze different data augmentation techniques, we perform an ablation study by fine-tuning with 
data augmented using different approaches. We fix the pre-trained model as model #2, and perform 
additional fine-tuning on the oodomain-train data only (#14 DAA), as well as with additional 
augmented version of oodomain-train with synonym replacement (#15 DAA), random insertion 
(#16 DAA), and back translation (#17 DAA). Other than the training data, all models are trained



with the same hyperparameters with a batch size of 16, learning rate of 3e-05, max length 512 for 10 
epochs, validating on oodomain-val with -eval-every flag set to 100 steps. 

We see that in general, training with additional augmented data is able to yield +0.52/+0.47 EM/F1 
improvement over training without augmented data. Among the three techniques, adding additional 
back translation gives the greatest boost in EM. We suspect that this is because we generate para- 
phrases of the query for back translation while the SR/RI operations are performed on the entire 
context paragraph. This could cause some answer span being ignored if it is not contained in the 
augmented context. 

5 Analysis 

In this section, we demonstrate the qualitative performance of our model in two scenarios: failure 
cases of our best model and failure cases of baseline model while the best model succeeds. We also 
include a discussion about the reliability of the dataset ground truth answers and the pitfall of the 
evaluation metrics. 

5.1 Failure Case Analysis 

The final ensemble model achieves the best performance in both Fl and EM evaluation metrics; 
however, it still fails in tasks that require higher level of reading comprehension skills. In the 
following example, the model fails to give the right answer when it is required to leverage indirect 
logical associations and prior knowledge related to the question domain that does not appear in the 
training corpus. 

  

Context: The pilot knew that there was nothing he could do to keep the plane long in the air. So he rushed back to 

where his passengers sat and explained the dangerous situation. In the end he said, "I’m a married man with two small 

children. I’m sorry to tell you that there are only three parachutes in the plane." And with that he took up one and 

jumped out. One of the passengers reacted quickly. "I’m a great statesman !" he said. "I’ve a very bright brain and 

the world can’t do without me!" And with that he jumped out too. The other two passengers, an old man and a young 

soldier, were quiet for a moment. "Son," the man said, "I’m old and have lived a full life. I'm ready to meet my God." 
"You'll have to give up that," the young man said, smiling. "The world’s smartest man just jumped out with my backpack." 

Question: According to the passage, who would be sure to lose his life? 

Ground Truth: great statesman 

Our Model Output: the young man 

  

There is an indirect logical associations in this example as who would lose his life is not explicitly 
indicated in the passage. Our model seems to be able to discern that "not having a parachute" 
would result in death in the given situation as it chooses its answer among the two people who have 
not gotten the parachutes in the first half of the paragraph. However, the model fails to learn the 
co-reference between "the smartest man" and the "statesman", and so is unable to figure out the 
outcome of the statesman. 

5.2 Final Model’s Improvement over Baseline 

Our submitted best model has a substantial improvement over the baseline model in machine reading 
comprehension problem that requires logical reasoning. In the following example, our best model 
successfully selects the correct answer from the context but the baseline model does not. 

clu e)(-w-4 

Context: South Asia heatwave kills nearly 100 DHAKA - A heat wave sweeping India, Bangladesh and Nepal has 
killed nearly 100 people over the past two weeks, officials said on June 3, 2005. A third of the people died in northern 
Bangladesh, mostly women and children from dehydration, heat stroke and diarrhoea. "We are getting reports of 

several deaths due to heat wave and related diseases almost every day," an official said, as temperatures touched 

43°C. The weather office in Dhaka said the hot weather will persist for another week until the monsoon rains which 
are normally due by the middle of June. Severe heat conditions in the southern Indian have killed at least 55 people, 
Officials in the two states said. While temperatures have fallen from a high of 45°C in Andhra Pradesh to around 40°C, 
giving a respite to people, they are still on the rise in Orissa with Talcher town registering 48.5°C, a weather official said. 
At least five people have died in Nepalfrom extreme heat, the government said. 

Question: Which place is the hottest in the early June 2005? 
Ground Truth: Talcher 
Our Model Output: Talcher town 
Baseline Model Output: DHAKA - A heatwave sweeping India, Bangladesh and Nepal     
 



In this example, our model has shown to be able to learn both an association between temperature 
and location as well as a numerical comparison between temperatures. However, the baseline model 
selects the first occurrence of a location in the context. This suggests that our model is more capable 
in extracting and understanding relationships between sentences. 

5.3 Pitfalls in Data and Evaluation Methods 

In the out-of-domain validation datasets, we observe multiple occurrences of incomplete answers in 
the ground truth label. 

Example 3 

Context: If you wish to become a better reader, here are four important things to remember about reading: Knowing 
why you are reading or what you are reading to find out will often help you to know whether to read rapidly or 
slowly. Some things should be read slowly throughout. Examples are directions for making or doing something, 
arithmetic problems, science and history books, which are full of important information. You must read such things 

slowly to remember each important step and understand each important ideas. Some things should be read rapidly 

throughout. Examples are simple stories meant for enjoyment, news letters from friends, pieces of news from 

local, or home-town, papers, telling what is happening to friends and neighbors. In some of your reading, you 
must change your speed from fast to slow and slow to fast, as you go along. You will need to read certain pages 

rapidly and then slow down and do more careful reading when you come to important ideas which must be remembered. 

Question: Which should be read slowly according to the passage? 
Ground Truth: arithmetic problems 

Our Model Output: Some things should be read slowly throughout. Examples are directions for making or doing 
something, arithmetic problems, science and history books     
  

Given the context information, we notice that the ground truth fails to mention "directions 

for making or doing something" and "science and history books". This is an example 
of non-expert human worker failing to extract comprehensive information from the text. To our 
surprise, our model trained with data augmentation techniques successfully answers all aspects in the 
question. Although our model includes an extra sentence, it is able to maintain the completeness of 
relevant information. This shows that our model has the potential to complement humans for better 
performance on QA task. 

Moreover, we find that our model tends to give more information in the answers than what is required 
by the question. For example, when the question asks for a city, the ground truth answer would be the 
city name (e.g. Fremont). However, our model would include the corresponding state (e.g. Fremont, 
California). In this scenario, the EM metric would label the prediction result as incorrect regardless 
of the fact that machine’s answer is acceptable. Since the number of such examples is non-trivial 
in the out-of-domain validation dataset, EM might be too strict of a metric for evaluating the QA 
performance of our model given the ambiguity in ground truth annotations. 

6 Conclusion 

In this project, we design and implement DAM-Net, a question answering system that has shown 
robust performance on out-of-domain datasets. DAM-Net combines several approaches, including 
multi-domain training, additional fine-tuning, multi-task training, and data augmentation through 
an ensemble. Our experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of each approach where they 
offer a substantial improvement in the model’s generalization ability to test data beyond the training 
distribution. We also provide a qualitative analysis on the success and failure cases of our model. 
Overall, DAM-Net improves the DistilBERT baseline’s out-of-domain EM/F1 from 34.55/49.42 to 
40.58/55.68 and achieves a top EM/F1 score of 45.14/62.16 on the test leaderboard. 

A limitation in our project is that we are not able to incorporate the full ms-marco dataset due to 
hardware constraints. Should there be more RAM available in the future, we would like to investigate 
the performance impact of a larger training corpus for the MLM auxiliary task. We have also 
shown that ensembling our models with a simple majority voting scheme is effective in boosting the 
robustness and prediction accuracy. In the future, we are interested in exploring different ensemble 
techniques such as weighted voting [29], and stacking [30].
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